
 

Sew Together Bag by Sew Demented 

The Sew Together bag is a fantastic little bag that can be used in so many ways.  You can use it 

to carry your sewing supplies; it will hold a rotary cutter, 8” scissors and lots of notions.  It is also a 

perfect bag for travel or just a day- to-day bag that will hold your phone, keys, money/credit 

cards and so much more! The Sew Together Bag has three zippered pockets, four open pock-

ets, a pincushion and a great little needle landing all held together by a zipper that forms two 

handles.  

Approximate Finished size: 10 in x 5 in x 5 in 

 

Materials & Supplies Needed: 

Written on the back of the pattern regarding recommended fabrics & supplies. 

 

Instructor Recommendations:  

1. I recommend #3 – 14” dress zippers for the ease of installing the zippers.  Zippers by 

the yard can be used. 

2.  I also recommend a 24” handbag zipper for the aesthetic value as well as the ease 

in attaching the binding. 

3. Have fun with the exterior piece!!!  Highlight a favorite fabric. Embroider on it!  Create 

a unique FPP design or simply make a patchwork of squares on the outside.  Be crea-

tive!!!! 

 

Supplies Needed for Day of Class:   

□ Sewing machine with appropriate thread, ¼” foot, zipper foot, edge (topstitch) foot, 

walking foot, and #14 Microtex needle  

□ Pins, rotary cutter, rulers (6 ½” x 12” is a useful size), cutting mat for personal use  

□ Pencil, chalk, water soluble pen or thin marker to mark with  

□ Scissors and Thread snips  

□ Wonder clips  

□ Washout Marking pencils or pens; Frixion Pens or chalk to mark with  

□ Hot Hemmer (Optional) 

□ Irons and Large Cutting Mats (provided by store)   

Review the pattern for any additional supplies and tools. 

 

This is an all-day class with a short break for lunch. Feel free to bring something to eat 

and drink while you work on your project. 

 

HOMEWORK…. To ensure you finish the Sew Together Bag on the day of the class, com-

plete the following BEFORE arriving to class. 

Read through the directions on the pattern to familiarize yourself with the information. 

As you cut each piece, make & pin labels to the fabric. 



 

Complete the following in advance: 

On page 2, you will find the cutting instructions.  

□ I recommend cutting the exterior piece and a piece of the fusible fleece or batting        

14 ½” wide x 10 ½” high if you plan to quilt the exterior piece. Quilt the two pieces to-

gether as desired then trim it to 13 ½” wide x 9 ¾” high as the directions indicate. 

□ Using freezer paper, make a template of the side panel on the last page of the direc-

tions.   

□ Cut out all the pieces. 

□ Fuse the interfacing to the 2 side panels of the lining pieces.  These instructions are given 

on the pattern page 3 step 1. 

□ Fuse the interfacings to the interior lining pieces - B1, B2, B3 and B4. These instructions are 

given on the pattern page 3 step 2. 

□ OPTIONAL: Pin Cushion & Needle Landing  Complete one or both of these before com-

ing to class.  The directions are on page 6. 

 

Bring the completed pieces (labeled), zippers, supplies, extra fabric and stabilizers and 

pattern to class.   

 

We will begin at step 1:  Making the side panels. 


